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ABSTRACT 

BIG object of this thesis is to investigate the validity of a popular 

approximate procedure -which is used to select the optimum damping for a 

given mechanical system. Since this cannot be done in general# a par¬ 

ticular system is chosen. 

The exact determination of the optimum damping for a very simple 

mechanical system is performed. This value of optimum damping is then 

compared with the value obtained by the popular# so-called "fixed point" 

method. 

Since the fixed point solution is obtained independently of the 

initial damping of the system, the exact solution is worked out for sets 

of values of initial damping# -which are typical of practical mechanical 

devices, to determine the influence of the initial damping on the opti¬ 

mum damping. 

It is found that for this particular system the fixed point method 

and the exact method give the same value for optimum damping r/hen there 

is no initial damping in the system. As more and more initial damping 

is added to the system the value for optimum damping increases signifi¬ 

cantly# but it becomes much less serious to use a value different from 

the optimum value. 
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NOTATION 

T A denotes the transpose of matrix A 

D the matrix defined by Equation (E7) 

C the square damping matrix 

cQ the damper constant vhich is to be optimised 
■th tli th. the ij element of the matrix C, the J term in the i column 

c^ a damper constant, lb*sec/in 

D the matrix defined by Equation (E3) 

e Ifoperian base 

f the column matrix of force amplitudes 
\ til •• 

Pj the J element of the matrix f 

G the matrix defined by Equation (25) 

1 

I the identity matrix 

K the square spring matrix 
til til til the ij element of tho matrix K, the J tem in the i column 

a spring constant, lb/in 

M the square mass matrix 
th a., the ij element of the matrix M 

id 
' a mass constant, lb.sec /ft 

M.. nobility, absolute value of displacement at Point i over force 
1J at Point J 

P 

pr 

Q 

q 

effective mass, defined by Equation (A29) 

a column matrix of coordinates 
th — the r element of the matrix p 

the square undamped modal matrix defined by Equation (A17) 

a column matrix of coordinates 
th — the r element of the matrix q 
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2b 

t 

ZJ 

UX Y 

X 

A r 

«P 

0 

CO 

CO r 

a damping factor defined by Equation (50) 

tine - seconds 

a column matrix of coordinates 

"til the r1 element of the matrix Gr 

the column matrix of displacements 
th the displacement of the 1 degree of freedom 

th the r undamped eigenvector or mode shape 

til ® the i * element of the vector x o 
Vi 

the velocity of the ia degree of freedom 
xt. 

the acceleration of the i u degree of freedom 

a column matrix of coordinates 

a column matrix of coordinates 

til the r ° damped eigenvector or mode shape 

equals -l/> 

til the r n eigenvalue , of the matrix G 

a phase angle 

the square damped modal matrix defined hy Equation (33) 

frequency - rad/sec 
til the r^ natural frequency 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many times the amplitude of motion of certain members of a vibratory 

system are of such magnitude as to be undesirable. These amplitudes 

usually occur at frequencies of vibration which correspond to the natural 

frequencies of the system. 

There are various kethods used to reduce these amplitudes of motion 

over the frequency range of interest. The natural frequencies of the 

system can be changed such that they no longer occur in the range of fre¬ 

quencies of the exciting forces* To shift the natural frequencies of the 

system to frequencies higher than the exciting frequency the elements con¬ 

necting various parts of the structure must be stiffened. Often this can 

result in an undesirable increase in weight. To shift the natural fre¬ 

quencies of the system to frequencies below the exciting frequency the 

stiffhess of these connecting elements can be reduced. This, on the 

other hand, can lead to excessive static deflection. 

A vibration absorber can be added to the system which will reduce 

the amplitude of motion of a single element over a narrow frequency range 

or over a somewhat wider range of frequencies if damping is added to the 

absorber. Many times vibration absorbers are impractical due to the 

effects of the added weight. 

The addition of damping to the system reduces vibration amplitudes 

by increasing energy dissipation in the system. Often a single damper is 

added between two elements of the system and designed such that the maxi¬ 

mum amplitude of motion in question (the value at resonance) is made a 

olnlniua# 

Two methods used to determine the damper constant which will make 

this maximum amplitude a minimum are the exact method and the so-called 
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"fixed point" method. The theory for each method is presented in the 

appendices of this thesis. Both methods are applied to a simple particu¬ 

lar mechanical system so that their results can be compared and the accu¬ 

racy of the approximate fixed point method can be evaluated for the case 

of the system considered. 

Since the fixed point method does not take into account the initial 

damping of the system, and it is apparent that the optimum damping will 

depend on the Initial damping, it is to be suspected that for very small 

values of Initial damping the tvo methods will yield approximately the 

same result, -whereas for large values of initial damping this may not be 

the case. For this reason the solution by the exact method vas obtained 

for various values of initial damping to determine the range of initial 

damping for which the fixed point method gives a suitable solution. The 

initial damping in each case is proportional to the elastic constants 

since this is believed to be a common occurrence. 
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_A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The theory applicable to an n-degree of freedom damped linear vi¬ 

bratory system is applied to a damped two degree of freedom system. 

(See Figure 1.)* 

For selected values of c^ and Cg, the method given in Appendix E 

is used to obtain the damped normal coordinates of the system. The re¬ 

sponse of the system, amplitude of motion divided by force, | Xg/F^ | * 

versus frequency, CO , is then determined over the frequency range of 

Interest. The damper constant, Cq, is adjusted such that the maximum 

response, response at resonance, is a minimum for each pair of values of 

c^ and Cg. 

The fixed point method (developed in Appendix C) is used in Appen¬ 

dix D to obtain an approximation for the optimum value of Cq. This so¬ 

lution is then compared vlth the exact solution for the values of c^ and 

Cg considered. 

This comparison should show hov closely the fixed point solution 

approximates the exact solution for various values of initial damping 

for the particular system considered. 

& The particular problem chosen could easily be solved by classical means 
since it is only a two degree of freedom problem. The procedure used here, 
however, is valid for any number of degrees of freedom. The principal 
difference the number of degrees of freedom makes Is in the amount of 
computing time involved. 
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THE ANALYSIS 

The equations of notion for the system shown in Figure 1 are 

t~r - ’ CUt > 

where, 

MX + c* + KX = R(? e,wx) 

M ^ 

K = 

x - 

[m, ol 
[o w\J 

[C| 4*Ct f Co •( Ci vCdjl 

~CC» + Co^ c*+coJ 

f fc, t*t -ft.l 

L '*« **J 

K;] 

a) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

end 
(6) 

Take the transformation 

X = Q % 

where Q is the moded matrix given by 

V;, X**, 
9- 

OI A'*! 

Xo'i X»t 

or as is given by Equation ( B 10) 

Q * [t 
95 

HOh5 
0.7fc02l 

-l.o 5*2 

(7) 

(3) 

(9) 
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Using Equation (9)* Equation (l) becomes 

M Q | C£?| -c KQ<i = -fe1"* 
T 

Premultiplying Equation (10) by Q there results 

OrMQf *QTCQj + QT
K- Qrfei“‘* 

But from Equations (A Id) and (A 19) 

QT M 0 = X 
and 

QrK Q - fax% 

(XO) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

So Equation (ll) becomes 

+ 9^ 93 + [wY
l]0f - G>

T-?e'“* 
As In Appendix E the auxiliary equation 

J\ -1^=0 

Is needed. Writing Equations (l4) and (15) in matrix form there results 

Jitui 
~K — I U/ If? 

(14) 

(15) 

0 I 

1 QTCQ. 

+ [-1 o 
L o M 

l 
L3J 

Letting 

3- 

(16) 

a?) 
Equation (l6) becomes 

0 1 I 5 
1 0TcoJ * [igJ} ■ D<] 

.1 coi 

To obtain the homogeneous solution of the system, the equation 

- - fit 

Is substituted Into the homogeneous part of Equation (l6) to give 

as) 

a9) 

0 I 

1 Orcq_ 
•I 0 

0 M oJ 
/ 

(20) 
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If the change of coordinates 

1' 
CO 

(21) 

Is Introduced into Equation (20) and the result is prenultiplied by 

1 

\ 

co, 
i 

there results 

or 

fi 

or finally 

/3 

I 

U>fc _ 

o o i o 
0 O O I 

1 0 C,t 

o i c*i c*t 
W, 

JL 

(22) 

” i 
-i 1 

i -i i 
_i_ . .* j- 
to. CO, 1 

-±- col 

0 o i 0 

0 o O cJz. 

i. 0 
CM C,f. 

co, GJ* Gu,U>z 

O •j 
tOt 

Cn Ctx 
co,u>«. 6Jx“ 

G |Q — 

13 = "1° 

(23) 

(24) 
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where, 

G ^ 

0 0 to, 0 

0 O 0 
i 
(Of. 

i 
n c„ C IX 

U CO.* OJ%iOx. 

O ? Ci, Ct.x 
(0^ CO.cd* CO t 

(85) 

and 

A - -_L 
n> 

Equation (24) represents a complex eigenvalue problem, the eigenvalu^i* 

vhich axe, in general, complex. The complex roots of the characteristic 

equation occur as complex conjugate pairs with corresponding complex modal 

columns. 

In Equation (22) 

<?Tc<?= [ci; vj 
(27) 

where the elements, c^, must be obtained from Equations (3) and (9) as 

follows. 

QTCQ - 

[t 

6495 ZAoH5 

7602. -2.0542 

(28) HC.+ C^+Co -(Cl+C.)1 TO.C>M95 0-76 02~I 

, -CCx+C.) C2+-C. J [_2.9095 -2.05VZJ 

or 

(pTC 9 = [ccj]= fb.^2l85c, +- 
JO -49375C, — 

3.080o(Ci*-C.) 

4.9393 (Cn-C.) 

(29) 

O.H9375-C, -4.9349(c2+c.j] 

0.57790 C, +7.9o2(,(Cx+C.\J 

Substituting Equation (29) into Equation (25) G. becomes 

fco) 

0 O to, O 

--- 

0 O O ■i 
60* 

.i O 0.42185 C, +».oftoo(ci+co^ 0.49375C.- 4-9393 (£»<■«.*) 
os, cy,* CO, 6J1 

O 7 
C0-2L O.H9375C, -4.9393(Cx+C.) O.5T7790C, +7.902b(c,+C.’) 

Co.toi t*l? 
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There are various methods used to solve the eigenvalue problem rep¬ 

resented by Equation (24)* For large matrices (50 x 50) the Jacobi method* 

has been used vlth much success and Is particularly suitable for the case 

of repeated roots of the secular equation. Due to the small size of the 

matrix given by Equation (30) the following method is vised here. 

The determinant, | [G] - A tl] j , Is expanded and set equal to zero to 

obtain the secular equation which Is quadratic In A • Only real coefficients 

appear In the secular equation so the solution of the eigenvalue; problem 

is reduced to the solution of a quadratic equation with real coefficients. 

The eigenvectors can easily be obtained by writing Equation (24) as 

[G - Al] — 0 

or 

-A 0 i 
tox 

0 

O -A O f * 

7 0 <h»'A 

O i 
(*>t ?*« c

J)
 

•t
 \ V
 

J 
 

_r*_ 

— O 

(31) 

(32) 

Since the magnitude of the vector p is undetermined, p^ can be chosen 

arbitrarily and Pg, and p^ can be determined from three of the 

equations .of Equation (32). The fourth equation can be used to check 

the solution. 

Corresponding to each eigenvalue, A r , an eigenvector, "pr , is 

obtained. To get the normal coordinates the transformation given by 

Equation (21) 

V U). 

Wt 

(2L) 

* G. F. Forsythe and P. Henrici, "The Cyclic Jacobi Method for Computing 
the Principal Values of a Complex Matrix," Transactions of the American 
Mathematical Society, i960, Vol. 94, No. 1, pp. 1-23. 
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must be made* 

If a modal matrix is formed by using the damped mode shapes, 

as the columns of the matrix, there results as in Equation (E 2d) 

e = & 

£ 

fr 
K 

l 

ft* 

£ 
M “ 

>v 
3 «*< 

(33) 

If Equation (l8) is vrltten as 

B> + Dj C34) 

where 

and 

B = 
o i 

X QTCQ 

D = 
-X O 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

and a solution of the form 
iu)t 

5 = 

is assumed, Equation (3*0 becomes 

iaj B cj +- D ^ 

Changing to the damped normal coordinates by the transformation 

= ©ur 

T and premultiplying the result by 0 there results 

icd ©TB © ur + ©TD © OJ •= Q
T
4' 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 
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T ' T As shown In Appendix E, © BO and © DO are diagonal so that each ur r can 

be obtained Individually as 

urr — T 

ico [©rBe]S + [©T DQJO 

But from Equation (kO) 

and from Equation (17) 

= & to 

1 V J 
According to Equation (7) 

* = Qf 
SO 

or 

X = Q0w 

— vr 
x, Vi. Jo Jo UTZ 

_y* r.t Vlt jw A J5- tJ-J ufti 
From Equation (37) 

or 

f' = 

O O 
f— o 

FF, eilJt1 
o .61J5 1*0*5 . 4415" L.7062 - z.osn J L° J . 

( (42) 

(40) 

a7) 

(7) 

(43) 

(44) 

Re1 

(45) 



(46) 

Using Equation (45) in Equation (4a), becomes 

— ( ,6495 3oi + *7602 3*1*) Fi 
r ~ iw^BGlS +[e7D0|S 

So Equation (43) becomes 

X, 
F, 
%Z 
F. 

+.7fe02 3»-.)(-fe^S 3oi +.7fco»3U) 

iw[©TB©|f + [eToe|* ~ 
-z.QS523U)(-64*S 3*»J + »7<>0Z3»0 

\u)[0TQ^' +[eTof (47) 

+ (.H1S3»» + .7602?.%)(.4M9g?i,»,7feQZ aSJ ^ U«ns H.+.7601 ti.)U*»6 3^ ».7fcOZ 3.0 
iw^B©]1 +[0To©]1 Yw^ai* + [eTDC 

4.(2.5 045 3o + ,7»o2 3*^ + (lMo*S ^2.S0Hl joW, t>595 3U +- .7602 3*„) 

iwQ©TB©Jt +[©T0©)t tu)[©TB^ 4- [©’’D©)5 

+ (■64qg& + ,7fe02 3?«X-4>41g3,U ».76O2 3!L) 
i<o(©TB^‘l ^[©TD©] H 

4. (t4o4S3^-rZ.O54Z3^)( Wf3l>f.7fe02 A) 

iw[©TB^+[©’0©)^ 

Defining 

4 3* = .fc4<JS20
r, +.7602$:,, 

Bi« - 2.5045-32.0542 3^ (4®) 

<3VM= ?t*)[©TB©|r + [©TD©|r 

Equation (47) becomes 

‘x.“ r (A'*? + (A‘Mf ♦ 1A2,)\ 

1 (4 '■J 
< + 

F, J’M ^Hoi) 

tx (AiOfBU) +CAVXB5,) + (AU(BV) + fA?.)(B?J 
. F,_ «3>tw) V<^ J 

The procedure for determining the optimum value for c for a set of 
o 

initial damper constants, c^ and c2, is as follows: 
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1. Choose 

2. Since the value of Cg is always selected so that c^/cg «* 

the value of Cg may be found as Cg » c^/lO. 

3* Choose a value for Cq. 

4* Calculate [G] from Equation (30). 

3* Expand | [G] - A [l]jand set the result equal to zero to obtain 

the secular equation. 

6. Solve the quadratic secular equation for A to obtain the 

eigenvalues. 

7* Solve Equation (32) to obtain the eigenvectors, "p • 

8. Obtain the damped normal coordinates by the transformation 

given In Equation (21). Form the modal matrix given by 

Equation (33)• 

9* Fora the matrices B and D from Equations (35) and (36). 

T 
Q CQ is given by Equation (29). 

T T 
10. Make the matrix multiplications 0 BQ and 0 DQ» 

11. Calculate Ar34 and Br34 from Equation (48). Choose a value for 

co and calculate gr( ) from Equation (48). 

12. Calculate the response, j Xg/F^ [ , from Equation (49). | *j/Fi | 

can also bo computed by Equation (^). 

13 • Select enough values of co to define the response curve In the 

neighborhood of its stationary values. 

l4. Choose another value for CQ and go back to step 3* Sufficient 

values of CQ must be selected to define the "maximum response 

versus c " curve in the range of its minimum. ‘ 
o 

To represent various values of initial damping in the system a parameter 

is defined as 

SL - m, 
c, (50) 
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BO in terns of SL , c^ becomes 

c, - l*»« = -L^~ (51) 
SL *• 

This SL would correspond to the damping ratio of a single degree of free¬ 

dom system made up of k^, and c^. The above calculations were made 

for values of 3 ranging from SL = 100 to SL = 6. For many mechanical 

systems SL = 100 represents an almost undamped case and SL «* 6 represents 

very large damping. 

Figure 2 shows the response, Jxg/FjJ , versus frequency,bo , for 

Si - 100 and selected values of c between one and ten. The maximum value o 
of JX2/FJJ for each curve shown in Figure is shown in Figure 3 as a 

function of c . This shows -that the optimum value for c is about c = 6.5. 
O OO 

This value should be compared with the value cQ = 6.If which is obtained in 

Appendix D using the fixed point method. The calculations for the case of 

SL = 100 and CQ = 6 are presented in numerical detail in Appendix F. 

Figure 3 contains the curves for all values of SL considered from 

X = 100 to X = 6. The reader should note that the optimum value of CQ 

increases from CQ = 6.5 for the initially undamped case to cQ - ZQ for 

the most damped case. It should also be noted that the curves in Figure 3 

are much flatter for lower values of SL so that choosing a value for cQ 

different from the optimum value would not be as serious in the case of 

low values of X as it would be for high values of SL . 
Figure If shows the values obtained for the optimum maximum response 

jxg/F-J , for values of SL ranging from SL » 100 to SL » 6.by the exact 

method and the fixed point method. Usually the fixed point method is 

used to determine only the optimum value for Cq. Then using this value 

of CQ "the response, X2/FJ , is obtained by the exact method. 



FI6URE 2. RESPONSE VERSUS FREQ¬ 
UENCY 
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FIGURE 3. MAXIMUM RESPONSE VERSUS c» 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Ihe value obtained for the optimum damper constant, Cq, by the 

exact method and by the fixed point method coincide for the initially 

undamped case. As initial damping is added to the system the value for 

the optimum damper, Cq, increases significantly, although the error 

incurred in using the value given by the fixed point method does not 

increase proportionately due to the flatness of the curves in Figure 3 

for lover values of £L> . 

Ihe maximum value of the response, > obtained by the 

fixed point method differs appreciably from those obtained by the exact 

method for values of SL less than 50. Therefore the fixed point method 

should be used only as a means to determine the optimum value of c . 
o 

Bie exact method should then be used with the c obtained from the fixed 
o 

point method to determine the response curve. 
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APPENDIX A - THE UNDAMPED CASE - THEORY. 

The equations of notion for an n-degree of freedom spring-mass 

system with no gyroscopic coupling and vlth external forces which vary 

sinusoidally vlth time, all of vhlch have the same frequency and are 

either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase vlth one another, can he 

written as the real part of 

M x + K x = f eiu* 
where, 

( Al) 

M is the symmetric mass matrix. The i term in the j “ row, m^, 

being the component of the external force system which does work on the 
‘fcll 

0 1 degree of freedom when this external force system and the configura- 

xi. 

tion are such that the i a degree of freedom has unit acceleration, zero 

velocity, and zero displacement while the remaining degrees of freedom 

have zero displacement, velocity, and acceleration. 

K is the symmetric spring matrix. The i^* term in the ^ row, k^, 

being the component of the external force system which does work on the 

th 
j degree of freedom when this external force system and configuration 

are such that the i** degree of freedom has unit displacement, zero 

velocity, and zero acceleration while the remaining degrees of freedom 

have zero displacement, velocity, and acceleration. 
11. 

i is a column matrix of force amplitudes where the 1“ element is 

the component of the amplitude of the harmonic exciting external force system 

x«u 

which does Boris on the i degree of freedom. 
it 

x is a column matrix of displacements.* The i term, x^, gives the 

it ^ 
position of the l u degree of freedom relative to its static equilibrium 

position. x2 is called the velocity and Xg the acceleration of the 

.th 
1 _ degree_of freedom. _ 

* These displacements can be angular as well as linear. 
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To solve EquationfA l) consider the caoo of free vibrations Given by 

M? + K*=0 (A2) 

Tbs solution of Equation (AS) lo of the fora 

so that 

or 

X = X. eilat^ 

- oJ2 M Xo + Kx* =° 

[ K-(x)lM]X. =0 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

The solution of Equation (A 5) la an eigenvalue problem and non-trivial 

solutions oro possible: only If tbo determinant 

U-C^M|=0 (A6) 

Expanding Equation (A 6) results In an n; decree algebraic equation In 

U) taovn as the secular equation. Uhen the roots of the secular equa¬ 

tion are substituted Into Equation (A 5) It la possible to solve for 

the node shapes (eigenvectors) by solving n-1 linearly independent equa¬ 

tions for n-1 of the elencnts In terns of mo arbitrarily chosen elcnont. 

Corropponaino to each value W / there osdoto a vector solution I/. 
2 » r Since K end 1! arc real symotrlc natriccs A) _ and x_ are real* 

^ T O 

An laqortsnt.proporty of the node chapes Is orthogonality, uhich 
2 ",:i2 

is established as ibllovo. Let a) ^ and ^ bo two eigenvalues and de¬ 

note the corresponding eigenvectors by xj1 and xQ^t respectively, so that 

the equations 
K V/ = <Jr‘ M Kr 

(A7) 

K X.4 = M X* . (A8) 

are satisfied. Transposing Equation (u 7) end poctaultiplying the result 

by x ^ leads to (recalling that [AB]T *» B
A
A

A and that AT ■ A for cymatric 

natrlces) 

x:T K xi = 4 *:TM v? to) 
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• J°T 
Premultiplying Equation (A8) by xc there results 

KpT K 5» = Uj K'T M 

If Equation (A10) is subtracted from Equation (A9) there results 

If 7* U 

(A10) 

(All) 
1 * 

*.rr MK% =0 

and if Equation (A12) is substituted into Equation (A10) there results 

=o 

Since the amplitude of the vectors, x0", are not fixed, they nay be ad¬ 

justed so that 

=1 

• r 

(A12) 

(A13) 

(A14) 

These x0>r,s are called the normalized mode shapes. Premultiplyinc Equa¬ 

tion (A7) hy x0^ it follows that 

XJTKX<T=^ (A15) 

Equations (A12) and (A13) define the orthogonality relations between the 

mode shapes with respect to the mass matrix and spring matrix respectively. 

To solve the undamped forced vibrations case Equation (A3) is used 

in Equation (Al) resulting in 

- CO1 MV. +• K % - 3 (Ai6) 

"thi 
The undamped mode shapes are used to form a modal matrix, the r

1
 column 

2 
of which is the mode shape associated with the eigenvalue Or • The 

modal matrix can be written as 

O p O 
* If two of the roots are equal, I.e*, (h> -hJr ) is a factor of the 
secular equation, i£ can bg shown that two linearly Independent solu¬ 
tions exist when «* Or hence two orthogonal eigenvectors corres¬ 
ponding to O r can be determined. See F. B. Hildebrand, "Methods of 
Applied Mathematics," Prentice-Hall, i960, p. 59. 
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Q = 

x: x?> 
Xo'z x\ 

XL XX 

•• x* 

• • vA 

** 

(A17) 

Using the normalized mode shapes it follows from Equation (Al4) that 

0TMQ^1 (M8) 

and 

QTKQ= [wr
l]0 (A19) 

where the subscript "D" indicates a diagonal matrix. Equation (Al6) is 

T multiplied hy Q to obtain 

-u‘ QTMX. + <?TKx. - <f ? (120) 

and the coordinates are transformed to the normal coordinates by 

* 9 (A2L) 

to give 

- 60* QTMQ^ +QTKQ<^ - QT~+ (A22) 

or, due to Equation (Al8) and (A19) 

[-w1 <■ cO*]^ = <JT{ {Aa) 

The left hand side of Equation (A23) is now diagonalized making it possible 

to solve for each q^ as 

(A24) 

(JOX- to1 

Using Equation (A2l) to transform back to the original coordinates there 

results M 

x •« “ z x 1 
X-I 

Substituting Equation (A24) into Equation (A25) there results 

"c* V 

x., = z eg) y. 
(A25) 

(A26) 
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or In matrix form 

X. 
*■ (x:7?)*: 

(0$ - U)*- L 
r-ri 

(AZ7) 

th 
In the case vhere the force system does work only on the j degree of 

freedom (only non-zero f tern in F.) Equation (A26) hecomes 

* «»* 
jt_ e 

Defining 

^ Kj 
F; A- OJ? - w' 
* Y- 1 r 

= 

(A 2S) 

Y r 

where l^effjk is called the effective mass, Equation (A28) hecomes 

X 
n 

?- I 

ALJX (A29) 
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APPENDIX B - APPLICATION OF APPENDIX A TO THE UNDAMPED CASE, 

In this appendix the undamped problem Is solved to obtain the modal 

matrix vhich can be used to make the transformation to the undamped normal 

coordinates. The system for no damping is shovn below. 

Figure B-l 

The equations of motion for the system shown in Figure B-l are 

into Equation (Bl) there results 

[-*. u)1 + ie, -ki 1 ry.,7 = O 
L UJ (53) 

To find the natural frequencies the determinant of the coefficient matrix 

is set equal to zero 

- vn,wl + ie, ♦'tea. - fct 
“ 'Via - 1M1 wl + Va 

which gives 

w»,)rvii ^ - ( Vw,1fia + mi tea) w1 +• =• O 

(B5) 
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Substituting the values given in Figure B-l for k^, kg, m^ and mg into 

Equation (B 5) there results 

CO4 -»-iOa-0 W 
p p p O 

the roots of vhich are u)^ ** 7#298 (rad/sec) and U)g(*- 13,702 (rad/sec) 

or m 85*4 rad/sec and t*)g ■ 117 rad/sec* 

Solving Equation (B3) gives the amplitude ratio, xo2/xo^, for a par¬ 

ticular natural frequency as 

yp* ^ / •" w>, cow + -te, \ (B7) 

fa) - J 
when the eigenvectors are normalized according to the condition that 

2 2 
m^ + Dg xQg ■ 1, there results 

for cOa “ » 85*4 rad/sec, v 
ol 

as 0.6495 

2 
_Xo2 _ 2.4045 

for 0 u)g » 117 rad/sec, 
2l x , 

ol 
a "0.7602" 

2 
_Xo2 . -2.0542_ 

From Equation (A17) the modal matrix, Q, is therefore 

0 B [b.6495 0.7602"] 
H [2.4045 -2.0542J 

(B8) 

(B9) 

In Appendix A it is shown that the mass matrix, M, and the spring 

matrix, are simultaneously diagonalized by the transformations 

T T Q MQ and Q KQ. This fact is used in the analysis section of this thesis 

to relate the x coordinates to the normal coordinates, q. 
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APPENDIX C - THE FIXED POINT METHOD - THEORY* 

The Fixed Point Method is an empirical procedure to help select an 

approximate value for optimum damping. The salient point underlying this 

method is the following theorem. 

Theorem: For a specified force excitation which varies sinusoidally 

in time applied to an undamped linear system there are certain frequen¬ 

cies at which any prescribed steady state motion resulting from the speci¬ 

fied force system is not altered by the addition of a single damper to the 

original undamped system. 

In other words, if the amplitude of the specified steady state motion 

is plotted as a function of frequency with the constant for the added 

damper as a parameter, there are certain points,called "fixed points", 

common to all curves.** Since this is true the fixed point in the fre¬ 

quency range of interest which represents maximum motion, F Pwnv, is a 

lover bound on the minimum maximum value of the specified motion. 

By the Fixed Point Method the stationary value of the response, Jx/F|, 

versus frequency, u), curve is forced to occur at the F P .In the re- 

mainder of this section the theory associated with the Fixed Point Method 

is given. 

A general representation of the system is shown in Figure C-l, where 

the figure is understood to represent any linear undamped n-degree of 

freedom vibratory system with no gyroscopic coupling which has the ex¬ 

ternal force applied at any Point 1 and the motion is observed at any 

Point 2. A single damper is connected between any two Points 3 and 4. 

* The results presented here were first published by R. Plunkett, "The 
Calculation of Optimum Concentrated Damping for Continuous Systems", 
Journal of Applied Mechanics, 1958, Vol. 25, No. 2, pp. 219-224. 

** A semi-proof of this is presented later in this Appendix. 
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Figure C-l 

The expression to he minimized is the mobility, M^y the displacement 

at i due to force excitation at j. It is to be minimized vith respect to 

the exciting frequency, (*), and the damper constant, cQ» 

First, the expression for M.., that is 

Mii* XJ/FJ * f(cJ,c0) (&) 
must be found* This is found by first solving the undamped case and 

then adding the damper and solving again In terms of the undamped nobili¬ 

ties. The displacement to be minimized Is at Point 2, the force system 

acts at Point 1, and the damper is placed between two Points 3 and 4. 

(See Figure C-l). The expression for displacements in terms of forces are 

as follows: 

= Mai Fi Mas F—Ma* F (C2) 

*3 = Mil F, +IVUiF-Ma«F (C3) 

X* = NU»F, *NU»F-M«wF (G4) 

where the M^’s are the mobilities of the undamped system. F can be ex¬ 

pressed in terms of c as o 

Co (X5- X4) = -F (C5) 
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but 

so 

% = i (J X 

iWc0 (^3 ~ — -F 

(C6) 

m 

Using Equation (CQ) to eliminate P from Equations (C2), (C3) and (C4) 

there results 

(09) 

(0.0) 

(cn) 

X* — Mil F| - i(*)c©{Mr* “ Mm)(X3- 

Xj = M»» Fj _ i4JCo(M33~ Man) ( X3 - X<i) 

XH “ M<*i F( - i ii)c0 IVW^Mx* - X*) 

Subtracting Equation (Cll) from Equation (CIO), solving the result for 

(x^ - x^) and noting that the right hand side of Equation (A28) is 

symmetric and j and k so that * M^, there results 

(X3-Xn) = ( Mai - M«»i) F,  (Q2) 
| + i WCo ( Ma? M***) 

Substituting Equation (C12) into Equation (C9) gives 

Xt = Mai ~ ~>4)Co £ "M»i(M«+ (M»3~MiH)(NUi-lVUilil 
Ft I +• i WCo (M33-2 M3H +-MHM) 

Since the M^'s are for an undamped case they are pure real and Equation 

(C13) can be written as* 

where 

X1 — b,* 1 4-) cJco bt 
Fi I +JWc. ba 

b, = Mai 

bt - ( M33 - 2 Ma* + M**0 - ( Mtt -M»»YlVln -IVUI) 

Mu 
bs® (Mva ~ 2 M»<* +> MM*) 

(cu) 

(0.5) 

* Clearly, if , damping were present in the initial system an expression 
of this form would not be possible. Consequently the Fixed Point Method 
does not take into account damping in the initial system. 
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Since | a + ib/c + ld| *» (a2 + b2/c2 + d2)^, || 2 can vr*t'tcn 63 

(G16) *,2 

F, 
= h*. 1 + 

I + (A? C* b* 

If the modulus of |xg/F^| is to be independent of cQ then, as con be seen 

from Equation (Cl6), it must be vhen 

b\ = bt ^c17) 

This requires that b “ + b_. For b0 *» + b_ there oust exist frequencies « — J <=■ i 
at vhich either or Qr M21 i0 mt e3udl to 

zero. neons (x^ - x^)/Fg “ 0 vhich neons there mist bo a fre¬ 

quency at vhich the relative notion between Points 3 and 4 is zero for a 

force applied at Point 2. ** 0 neons (x^ - x^)/!^ ° O vhich 

□eons there mist be a frequency at vhich the relative notion between 

Points 3 and 4 is zero fbr a force applied at Point 1. It is a natter of 

experience that ouch points do in fact exist. 

A necessary condition for the response, jxg/F^ | , to be at its maxi¬ 

mum is that the slope of the response vermis frequency curve is zero. To 

Insure that I a nax^a:uta when Equation (C17) holds, cQ must be 

determined such that the frequency, 6), corresponding to damped resonance 

is also the frequency at which Equation (C17) is true. The slope of the 

response curve will be zero if 

c) (| Yz/p, | ) =r I 4- CO1Co bz . d(b*) -u cl bi  . d(ft)*bt) 
dco | +• to1 cl bj do) i+cltiftft did 

-clbMu-U^bU . atio’bV) = n m) 

(l + cl CO1 to\y 

p p 
But by Equation (C17), b0 ■ b_ , so Equation (ClQ) becomes 

41 i (CL9) 

_. d(a>*bV) . c)(co'tb^ = O 
did \ -|.c«a>fcb* doo 

d(b?) + _Co_bl_ 
do) i+clo/b* 
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vhich elves 

((Jbl) cl 
- abfi 

= d CO 

a4fu,dpt. a(Je^) 

dco 

For c ** 0 Equation (Cl6) becomes 

F, 
*« « 

-( b,db,\ v beol at fixed pt. 
bibt . b,b»\ 

(C20) 

b* bii 
dco at fixed pt. 

(ca) 

and for c »a> Equation (Cl6) becomes 

'*,a 

F, 
- b ■ b » 

bi (C22) 

Therefore tho numerator of the right hand side of Equation (C20) Is Just 

the product of tho fixed point mobility and tho derivative of tho re¬ 

sponse versus frequency curve for cQ ** Of Tho denominator Is tho product 

of the fixed point nobility and tho derivative of tho response versus 

frequency curve for cQ «co • So tho numerator can bo designated as 

^ f at fued pt. 
F, bco \ F,/ c, =o (C23) 

and tho denominator can be designated os 

[X* * /X»\j at fixed pt. 
l F. /J 0**00 

Using Expressions (C23) and (C24) Equation (C20) becomes 

cob 3 

(C24) 

(C25) 

Doth of tho Expressions (C23) and (C2h) are easy to evaluate since cQ ■ 0 
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represents the undamped case and cQ »00 represents an undamped system with 

one less degree of freedom. To determine cQ for a system with a large 

number of degrees of freedom the procedure would be as follows: 

1. Determine the undamped natural frequencies and mode shapes. 

2. From the results of Step (l) determine, In equation form, 

bi — M*i 

tat = (-2M3.» " C ~MIQ(W\I> ~ 

/ . \ Mu 
b3 = ( M33 " 2 M3* + IVI •»•») 

This is most easily accomplished by using effective masses as 

described at the end of Appendix A. 

3. Calculate, as a function of frequency, over the range of interest 

b, and b, bv^bs 

and determine frequencies where b^ « b^ b^/b^* 

4. Select the fixed point through which the slope of the response 

curve is to be made zero and at this point determine 

b, , jL(b,} 
dcO 

•H 

b.b*/b3 , iL (b,bt/ba) 
06) 

5* Use Equation (C25) to determine Cq* From Equation (C25) it is 

obvious that real values of CQ will be obtained only for those 

fixed points at which the slopes of the two intersecting curves 

are of opposite algebraic sign. 
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APPENDIX D - APPLICATION OF THE FIXED POINT METHOD TO THE PROBIEH 

UNDER CONSIDERATION 

Consider tho system in Appendix B represented by Figure B-l. If the 

damper, Cq, is inserted betveen the two masses the system becomes that 

given in Figure D-l. 

i«t 

Figure D-l 

The force, F^ o* ’ “, is applied to the mass vn^* The procedure outlined 

at the end of Appendix C is used In this appendix to obtain tho value of 

damping, cQ, vhich makes the maximum response, max, versus frequency, 

CO , a minimum over the frequency range of interest. 

1. The undamped natural frequencies and mode shapes for the system 

given in Figure D-l vere obtained in Appendix B. They are 

rad natural frequencies; od - * 85.4 to 
r 11 2 

node chapes; co n “ to^, 

117 

ol 

‘o2 
.6495 

2.1»045 
* 

600 
xol 

o2 

•[* .7602*1 

-2.O542J 

The effective mass vos found in Appendix A to be 

*   L__-. 
eff 4k „ r (D-l) 

Xoj Xo^ 



80 "“dm “ (2.1k*5)(.61*95) ■ +0*6',°3 
lb sec 
In 

x2- „ 1   „ lb sec 
eff!2 (-2.0542)(.7602) *0,6lK>3 in 
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(D-2) 

(D-3) 
x„ 

The response,|r* for CQ «■ 0 is, from Equation (A-29) 

2 x r ') 
itft 

e (D-4) 
.S503 \ 7,293-6> 13,702 -0) ‘ 

For c ■ 00 the system given in Figure D-l becomes a one degree of freedom 

system where 
♦ 

OJ 
10 
1.1 

'/9091 - 95.3^ rad 
sec 

and Meffl2"VV'l+ia2-1-;L^i2£- 

(D-5) 

(D-6) 

The response, rr-, is then 
1 

X- 
l.l (9091 -U ) (D-7) 

c6»oo 

A plot of the response, given by Equations (D-4) and (D-7), for cQ *»0 and 

c© -os is shoyn in Figure D-2. This plot shows that the fixed point 

corresponding to the highest response is at about 15 cycles per second. 

An expanded plot of the neighborhood of this point is shown in Figure D-3. 

The point to be adjusted is then at 92*3 radians per second where 

the absolute value of the response, *2 
F, 

, for each curve is about 6.00157 

in/lb. The slopes of these curves are ^iven as follows: 

a 
dco 

— ZOJ 
.fi.'/oi (<% (7,112-o>V* (13,702-Co w) 

(J=U5y^i 

C«sO 

CO - 923 vxi/jec 
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FIGURE D-2. RESPONSE VERSUS 

FREQUENCY 



FIGURE D-3. RESPONSE VERSUS 

FREQUENCY 



FIGURE D-3. RESPONSE VERSUS 

FREQUENCY 

0 
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Co-00 

Set 

Z.QJ 

l.l 
J  
03l - U> <U. 3 vui 

Sec 

= SMS' Xio'4* JU*. sec 
jUr 

It is nov necessary to determine | ^e^ore Equation (C25) can 

be applied* 

"V “<“33 ' * *W- 
This can he physically interpreted as the relative velocity across 

the damper connections per unit force across the damper connections, 
u)X2 

that is, the response , at Ws 92*3 rad/sec for c » o in the 
1' *' 0 

problem shovn in Figure D-4. 

Figure D-4 

From Equation (D-l) the desired effective masses are 

<*> » 13*6 cps 1  M eff Ih-sec 
(2.1*045 - *6495)2 " *321*7 in 

M eff 
^ » 10.6 cps m 

(-2.0542 - .7602)* 
.1262 sec 

in 

V 
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so that 

-cofri.ri 
F 

$«<■ 

CO 
.vn 

i  
(7,118-to*-) 

CO » 

*IZtt 0y7»i>(ox) 

~ -,0«M7 
JUJ-'AAC. 

c can he determined from Equation (C25) as 

U)t S2.* VA.j 

v*c 

oq 17^ Co — ( . 00157 )( 
(-.00I97)(. S.lS^ 

JU/- Sec. 

L*. 
Co = 
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APPENDIX E. THE DAMPED CASE-THEORY 

If linear massless viscous dampers are added to the previously con¬ 

sidered undamped system the equations of motion are given hy 

Ml + CX + K* = ? elfc>* (E1) 

where C Is the symmetric damping matrix* The l u term In the J row, 

c^y "being the component of the external force system which does work 

on the j degree of freedom when this external force system and con- 

th 
figuration are such that the 1 degree of freedom has unit velocity, 

zero acceleration and zero displacement while the remaining degrees of 

freedom have zero displacement, velocity, and acceleration* 

The steady state solution of Equation (El) is of the form 

% = 5. e'ui 

so that Equation (El) becomes 

- co M + icoC X. + Kx. =4 

If Equation (A2l) 

X0 «Q J 

(E2) 

(E3) 

(A a) 
is used the coordinates can be transformed to the undamped normal coor¬ 

dinates to give 

[(ot-cJli + iu>QrCQ^ - QT-f (E4) 

T T T 
While Q MQ and Q KQ are diagonalized by the same transformation, Q CQ is 

diagonalized on^y for special cases* In a recent paper* T* K. Caughey 

points out that "the necessary and sufficient conditions that a damped 

dynamic system possess classical normal modes is that the damping matrix 

be diagonalized by the same transformation which uncouples the undamped 

system/" He also shows that a sufficient though not necessary condition 

* T. K. Caughey, "Classical Normal Modes In Damped Llne&ur Dynamic 
Systems," Journal of Applied Mechanics, June I960, pp 269-271* 
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for the damping matrix to he diagonalized by the same transformation 

vhich diagonalizes the mass and spring matrices Is that the damping matrix 

he a linear combination of the mass matrix and spring matrix* 

When the above conditions are not met, a more general method outlined 

hy K* A. Foss* must he employed* 

If the auxilliaxy equation 

Ml -Mi -O (E5) 

Is written in matrix form with Equation (El) there results 

0 M' T 
M C 

T 
X [-? $1 

(E6) 

Defining the following q]uantlties 

B = To Ml 
IM Cj 

D = [-M Ol 
[o KJ 

2 * 

Equation (E6) becomes 

- _ 7;/ t tot 

To obtain the homogeneous solution to Equation ($11) let 

• - p-t 
3 - -be 

Using Equation (E12) In Equation (^11) there results 

B §. +■ Dj. -o 

(E7) 

(E8) 

(E9) 

(E10) 

(Ell) 

(E12) 

(E13) 

* K* A* Foss, "Co-ordinates Which Uhcoiqale the Equations of Motion of 

Damped Linear Dynamic Systems,” Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol* 25, 
No. 3, 1958, pp. 361-364* 
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or 
(EU) 

[D + ft B] J, =o 
Equation (El4) represents an eigenvalue problem, the secular equation 

being given by 
(E15) 

|D *rft B| =0 
The solution of Equation (El?) determines the eigenvalues, r, vhich can 

be used in Equation (El4) to obtain the eigenvectors, « r* For an n- 

degree of freedom system there will be 2n real or complex eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors* The complex roots occur as complex conjugates with 

corresponding complex conjugate modal columns, such as 

A > y - i'Vl <*« 
For any two eigenvalues, and A , Equation (EJ-3) can be 

written as 

and 

fir B y + oy = O 

3 P + 

(E17) 

(E18) 

in 

Transposing Equation (E17) and using the fact that A equals A for 

symmetric matrices (clearly B and D are symmetric since M, C, and K are 
r T T T symmetric) and that [A.B] equals B A there results 

/3p j£TB +yT0 -0 (E19) 

Postmultiplying Equation (E19) by "zfi and premultiplying Equation (El8) 
- wp 

by 1 there results 

+yrop -0 (E20) 

Y BP * h‘TDh} =0 

(EZL) 
and 
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If Equation (E2l) Is subtracted from Equation (E20) there results 

■At) >pT BJ.* = 0 
(E22) 

/3 q** the orthogonality relations are 

y'*? = 0 , wUett Jo (E23) 

V - 0 , wUe* p / ^ (E24) 

and 

Since only the directions of the modal vectors, zQ
r, are determined they 

can he normalized such that 

y1 &y -1 

Substituting Equation (E25) into Equation (E20) there results 
* rT 

(E25) 

y D - ft* (E26) 
It follovs as in Appendix A, that the transformation made by the change 

of coordinates 
| = ©or 

(E27) 

where 

0 = 
(E2S) 3*1  ^01 

)Jt 

uncouples the modes of vibration and allows each ur to be solved for 

individually. 

If the solution of Equation (El) is assumed to be of the form 

- (E29) 
2 * ? e 

there results 

• rj - p. - 7» (E30) 

fn 

If Equation (E30) is premultiplied by © and the coordinates are changed 

to the normal coordinate by the transformation 

   

* If /3_ equals see the footnote on page 17 
Jr VI 

(E31) 
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the result Is 

or 

ico 0T B 0 or + ©T D© Ur = ©T Jf' 

[i£0 +/Sr] Sr = ©T 

0332) 

(E33) 

The loft hand side of Equation (E33) Is dloconal so each ur con ho solved 
r 

for as 

UJy 
0334) 

or toy the cano procoduro as was used In Appendix A to obtain Equation 

(A26) 

(E35) 
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APPENDIX F - EXAMPLE PROBLEM - EXACT METHOD 

In this appendix the numerical details of an example problem are 

presented in vhich SL equals 100 and c equals 6 These values o in 

are chosen because they closely approximate the values used and obtained 

by the Fixed Point Method in Appendix D. 

1* From Equation (51) 

100 100 
CimlL iOO. * lt,-sec/in 

2. co “ To “ °*1 lb*sec/in 

!♦ cQ « 6.0 lb-sec/in 

4. From Equation (30), using 6^ » 85.4 radians per second and 

Op" 117 radians per second vhich vere obtained in Appendix B 

m 

.01170961 

0 

.01170961 

0 

0 

0 

.00854701 

0 

.0026339 

-.0029660 

.00854701 

-.0029660 

.0035623 

5. Expanding | IG] - AI | ■ 0 to obtain the secular equation 

there results 

•'■A1* - .6197667'A3 + 2.107646 A 2 - .6810849A + 1.001708 » 0 

6. The roots to the secular equation are 

A x ■ .2274249 + i .8876841 , A 3 - .2274249 - i .8876841 

A 2 " *08245842 + i 1.089096 , A 4 * *08245842 - i 1.089096 

7* The eigenvectors,from Equation (36) are 
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’ 1.000000 1.000000 

-.8253659 +11.382559 5* .2120293 +10.4004071 
) 

-.1942209 - io.7580822 -.0704195 -iO.9300876 

1.655532+ io .4893358 _ .4897597 -io.3088065 

" 1.000000 "1.000000 

-.8253659 - i 1.382559 
/ f- 

.2120193 - io,4004071 

9.1942209 + io.7580822 -.0704195 + io .9300876 

_ 1.655532 - 10,4893358 .4897597 + iO.3088065 

8, The damped normal coordinates are obtained by 

O.OI1709<» 

0.0085470 

and the nodal matrix Is found by 

1.0000000 

-.8253659 ■ 

-.002274249 

.001411*985 

i1.38256 

- io.008876841 

+io.004182357 

1.000000 

.2120293 

-.000824584 

.00418598 

\ 
1 

io.4oo4o7l4 1 

1 
io .01089096 , 

io .00263937 ' 

1.000000 

- .9253659 - i 1.38256 

- .00227425 + io .00887684 

.001414985 - to .00418235 

1.0000000 

.2120293 - *o.400407l4 

- .000814584 +io.01089096 

.00418598 + io.00263937 
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9* Using Equations (44 and (4-5) B and D are obtained as 

B 

B = 

0 

0 

1 

0 

•1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

-1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

19.20945 

-29.63598 

0 

0 

7,293.2 

0 

0 

1 

-29.63598 

48.78376 

0 

0 

T T 
10. Making the multiplication 0 B© and © DO there result 

T © B© 

0TD© 

-.0322642 + io.0240267 .00000032 — io .ooooooo | 

.00000032 + io .00000000 -.0322642 - io .2902672 1 

.00000008 - io .OOOOO83 -.0000004 
1 

+ io .0000008J 

-.0000004 - io .0000008 -.00000008 + io .00000831 

.00000007 - io .0000083 -.00000040 + io.0000008 

-.00000040 +10.0000008 .00000008 + io .0000083 

.00239746 -iO.01770872 -.0000007 - i0.0000000 

-.0000007 +i0.0000000 .00239746 + io.017708726 

2.1946121 + i 4.196928 -.00005280 + io.00000000 1 
1 

-.0000528 + io .00000000 2.1946121 
.. ■ 1 

- 14.196928 ( 

-.0008944 - io .0002166 -.0001222 - io.0000117 1 

_-.0001222 + iO.0000117 -.0008944 + io .0002166 ; 



I -.0008943 -10-0002166 

] -.0001222 -to.0000117 

I 

-.0001222 + 10.0000117 

-.0008944 + io .0002166 

^ -1.6002316 - to.3412854 -.0000343 + to.0000000 

I -.0000343 + to .0000000 -1.6002316 +io.34128546 
*•4 

The off diagonal elements of the above terns are In general 10 times 

the diagonal elements. 

Steps 11 and 12 on page 12 vere calculated by one program with only the 

final answer recorded which is plotted in Figure 2. 

Mgure 2 Am tor a.= 100 and eQ - 6 

max » 1.6 x 10“^ ~ 

or Cx> Xg 

92.4 

.1478 In 
lb.sec 

This value Is surprisingly close to the value of 

u) Xg .145 
In 

lb.sec 
1 I fixed point 

obtained by the Fixed Point Method In Appendix D for the Initially un¬ 

damped case with c * 6.3 • 
o in 
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